Le Marais and its exceptional places
Experience French lifestyle and know-how

Experience this unique concept of walking private guided tours and treasure hunt combining the discovery of le Marais with the visit of unique boutiques, even a young designer workshop* (upon availability).

Visiting unique places while learning the history of the area, with its mansions, charming courtyards, unusual buildings, old signs of Paris… A real stroll between tradition and modernity, so great!

This is the perfect tour for a corporate activity as various places are visited, from the oldest Parisian “Maison de thés”, or a huge 17C mansion, to the ultra-contemporary fashion concept-store, or unique fun concepts, delighting everybody in your group!

Innovative daily use products by French inventors, hand-made pieces, Murano crystal custom-jewelry, incredible chocolate sculpture, macaron, French regional food products, quirky crafts and unexpected objects, cutting-edge fashion… Tastings of macarons and chocolate are offered.

Paris is bubbling with creativity!

Experience this unique walk full of emotion, discoveries and encounters!

Highlights:
- Bilingual high qualified licensed guides
- The address book constantly renewed with new openings and concepts, thanks to Marie-Bénédicte, the founder of the agency, dedicated to Paris
- Their commitment to promote independent shop owners, craftsmen, contributing to the real soul of Paris
- A warm welcome in the boutiques (only for you), meeting and talking with shop-keepers.